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LES of confined bluff body gas-solid flow
The conclusions of the particle-laden turbulent confined jet presented in Chapter 5 are limited
to simple geometries. However in the context of combustion, such a configuration is often
prohibited because the resulting jet flame is too long in comparison with the length of the com-
bustion chamber, and is difficult to stabilise. Thus, most combustion devices are designed so as
to anchor the flame at a specific location. The use of a flame holder is tricky due to the very high
temperatures that may damage the device itself. Another possibility is to stabilise the flame
behind a sudden expansion like a backward-facing step, like in gas ovens for instance. The flow
is strongly decelerated and forms a corner recirculation zone (CRZ). The recirculating hot gases
provoke the ignition of the incoming fresh gases. As far as aeronautical combustion chambers
are concerned, highly swirling flows that pass through a sudden expansion are preferred since
they provide a much more compact stabilised flame. A central toroidal recirculation zone
(CTRZ) is created, acting as a flame holder in the center of the flow, close to the injector tip.
The combustion chamber of the Mercato test-rig, experimentally and numerically investigated
respectively at ONERA and CERFACS, exhibits the two types of recirculation zones, as shown
in Fig. 6.1. In such devices, the recirculation zones induce high turbulence levels and high
mixing rates, which greatly stabilises the flame and also reduces pollutant emissions. Before
computing reactive two-phase flows in such devices, which requires evaporation and combus-
tion modeling, a validation of the turbulent dispersion of the particles is needed. Indeed, the
accurate description of the fuel droplet motion is crucial to determine the resulting fuel vapor
distribution. To this purpose, a particle-laden confined bluff body experimentally investigated
by Bore´e et al. (2001) in a flow-loop of EDF-GDF is focused on hereafter. A large amount
of detailed data is available in this geometry where a jet of air and solid particles emerges
without any swirl in a coflow of air. RANS simulations using the EE approach have already
been performed by Vit et al. (1999). The same kind of experiment, but including a swirling air
flow, has been conducted by Sommerfeld & Qiu (1991), and has been simulated by Apte et al.
(2003b) with the EL approach, and by Boileau et al. (2007) with the EE mesoscopic approach,
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Figure 6.1 - Sketch of the combustion chamber of the Mercato test-rig.
with the objective of evaluating the model performances.
Although there is no swirling flow, the bluff body flow from Bore´e et al. (2001) is inter-
esting for aeronautical applications. First, combustion chambers like the Mercato one exhibit
the same flow structures with corner recirculation zones and stagnation points. Their accurate
prediction is closely linked to the capture of the large structures and the intermittency of
the fluid flow (see for instance Chin & Tankin (1992); Schefer et al. (1994); Namazian et al.
(1992)), and requires accurate turbulence modeling. Second, the dispersed phase itself is also
important in such devices (Hardalupas et al., 1994; Boileau et al., 2007). Depending on their
inertia and their mass loading, the particles remain more or less in the recirculation zones,
modifying the burner efficiency as well as the pollutant emissions. With this in prospect, the
data provided by Bore´e et al. (2001) allow to test in detail not only the gas LES models, but
also the dispersed phase modeling. The objective in this chapter is to study in detail the models
behavior and the underlying mechanisms.
Part of this work has been done in collaboration with Marta Garcia and Vincent Moureau
during the Summer Program organised by the Center for Turbulence Research (CTR) of Stan-
ford University in July 2006. Such a collaborative work has allowed three different validations,
as shown in Fig. 6.2. First, the gas LES solver from AVBP TPF was confronted to the gas LES
solver from CDP1. Since the two codes gave very similar results and captured most of fluid
1The LES solver CDP developed at Stanford University solves implicitly the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. The time integration of CDP is based on the fractional-step method (Kim & Moin, 1985) and the
space integration relies on a second-order central scheme that conserves the kinetic energy (Mahesh et al., 2004;
Ham & Iaccarino, 2004). The dynamic Smagorinsky model (Germano et al., 1991) is used to model the subgrid
stress tensor. The dispersed phase is treated using the EL approach described in Section 1.2. More details can be
found in Apte et al. (2003b).
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Figure 6.2 - Methodology adopted to validate the two-phase flow simulations
flow structures, the EE and EL formulations were then evaluated. This was done in two steps.
First, the EL solver from AVBP TPF developped by Garcı´a et al. (2005)2 was also confronted
to the EL solver from CDP. Then, the EL and EE mesoscopic approaches were compared
using the same gas LES solver from AVBP TPF. Note that the EE mesoscopic approach used
in this configuration corresponds to the simplified model tested in Section 5.5 where the RUM
contributions are neglected.
Section 6.1 briefly presents the experimental setup, the measurement methods and the available
data.
In Section 6.2, the gas phase results are compared and analysed. The sensitivity of the results
to the convective scheme, the grid, the LES model, the wall treatment, and the inlet boundary
conditions is investigated.
Finally, Section 6.3 deals with the two-phase flow simulation for the lowest mass loading of
the central jet and monodisperse particle distribution. The main purpose is to compare the two
approaches (EL and EE). For the sake of clarity, only the results obtained with AVBP TPF us-
ing either the EE or the EL approach are shown, the CDP results being available in Riber et al.
(2006).
2 In AVBP TPF, both the EE mesoscopic approach and the EL approach are available. The gas LES solver is
identical and only the formulation for the dispersed phase is different.
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6.1 Description of the configuration
This section describes the bluff body configuration from Bore´e et al. (2001), explains the un-
derlying concept and details the experimental setup.
6.1.1 Concept and main purpose
Bore´e et al. (2001) created a vertical axisymetrical particle-laden confined bluff body flow (see
Fig. 6.3) on the flow loop Hercule of EDF-DER-LNH. Both air and particles are injected in the
inner jet whereas air blowers are used to generate the coflow. The measurement zone is located
downstream of the inner and annular ducts (z > 0), where large recirculation zones are created
between the central jet and the coflow due to the geometry. The resulting flow is similar to the
flows obtained in industrial combustion devices, where fuel droplets are injected together with
air.
Figure 6.3 - Schematic of the configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001). The dimensions are : R j = 10 mm,
R1 = 75 mm, R2 = 150 mm. The length of the experimental chamber is 1.5 m.
The topology of the gas flow mainly depends on the ratio between the velocity in the inner
pipe and the velocity in the coflow. With a low velocity in the annular flow, Bore´e et al. (2001)
managed to obtain two stagnation points on the axis. Such a single phase flow has been shown
to be very interesting when adding particles. Indeed, particle inertia as well as fluid-particle
interactions are the main mechanisms in such two-phase flows (Simonin, 1991).
The volume and the accuracy of the data make this configuration a very good test case to study
turbulent closure models. The data include radial profiles of the following quantities at seven
stations along the axis (z = 3, 80, 160, 200, 240, 320 and 400 mm) in the measurement zone:
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- Mean axial and radial velocity components for the carrier and the dispersed phases,
- RMS axial and radial velocity components for both phases,
- Particle number density and particle mass flux.
Furthermore, axial profiles of mean and RMS axial velocities are provided on the centerline.
6.1.2 Characteristics of the flow for both phases
• The gas phase
The experiments are conducted at ambient temperature, Tf = 293 K, and standard pres-
sure, Pf = 1.013 105 Pa.
The inner pipe is 1.5 m long and the radius is R j = 10 mm. The air volume flux of the inner
jet is Q f , j = 3.4 m3.h−1, which corresponds to a mean velocity, ¯U f , j = 3.4 m.s−1, whereas the
maximum velocity in the inner duct reaches Umaxf , j = 4 m.s−1. As a result, the Reynolds number
is Re j = 2R j ¯U f , j/ν f ≈ 4500, which is rather low. The ratio Umaxf , j / ¯U f , j = 1.18 at the outlet of
the inner pipe is however consistent with fully developped turbulent pipe flow.
The dimensions of the annular outer region are : Le = 2 m, R1 = 75 mm, R2 = 150 mm. The
air volume flux in the coflow is Q f ,e = 780 m3.h−1, which corresponds to mean and maximum
velocities equal to: ¯U f ,e = 4.1 m.s−1 and Umaxf ,e = 6 m.s−1. The associated Reynolds number of
the annular jet is Ree = 2(R2−R1) ¯U f ,e/ν f ≈ 40000.
Table 6.1 summarises this information.
Gas Length Radius Volume flux Mean velocity Max. velocity Reynolds
phase (mm) (mm) (m3.h−1) (m.s−1) (m.s−1) number (−)
Inner pipe 1500 10 3.4 3.4 4. 4500
Annular pipe 2000 75 780 4.1 6. 40000
Table 6.1 - Characteristics of the gas phase at the outlet of the inner and annular pipes. Configuration
of Bore´e et al. (2001).
Schefer et al. (1994) show that the topology of a turbulent bluff body flow strongly depends on
the ratio ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e. The three possible configurations are illustrated in Fig. 6.4, where sketches
of mean gas velocity vectors are drawn for three decreasing ratios: ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e = 2.8, 1.4 and
0.84. Moreover, seeding the gas flow with small particles gives access to photographs of the
particle distribution, and so on the flow topology. This is done in Fig. 6.5 by Schefer et al.
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(1994) for the three ratios given above.
At the highest ratio ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e = 2.8, the flow along the axis is similar to a free-jet flow. The air
flows coming from the inner and annular pipes converge far from the outlet of the inner duct.
Two counter-rotative eddies separate the two flows before they converge. There is no stagnation
point on the axis, but one is visible on both sides of the central jet.
In the vicinity of ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e = 1, a single stagnation point is formed along the centerline and the
flow looks like a non-penetrating jet.
When decreasing the ratio down to one, a second stagnation point appears on the axis. The
location of the stagnation point closest to the inner pipe is linked to the inner air mass flux.
The location of the second one mainly depends on the bluff body geometry, and does not
move when ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e < 1. The two counter-rotative eddies move away from each other with
decreasing ratio.
In Bore´e et al. (2001), the ratio in the gaseous flow is: ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e = 0.83 < 1. Similarly
to Schefer et al. (1994), two stagnation points are observed along the centerline. Choosing a
ratio lower than one creates an interesting gas flow behaviour when modeling particle disper-
sion, as the particles, depending on their inertia, are more or less kept in the recirculation zone
delimited by the two stagnation points.
Figure 6.4 - Plots of the measured mean velocity vectors in a bluff body stabilised methane jet for
¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e = 2.8 (a.), ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e = 1.4 (b.), and ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e = 0.84 (c.). Black dots show the location of the
stagnation points and round arrays give the direction of rotation of the shear layer vortices. From
Schefer et al. (1994).
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Figure 6.5 - Mie scattering measurements of the instantaneous particle distribution in a bluff body
stabilised methane jet for ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e = 2.8 (a.), ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e = 1.4 (b.), and ¯U f , j/ ¯U f ,e = 0.84 (c.). From
Schefer et al. (1994).
• The dispersed phase
Polydisperse glass particles with material density, ρp = 2470 kg.m−3, are injected through
a particle feeder in the inner jet only. The particle feeder is located two meters upstream of the
inner pipe outlet. Two mass flux of glass beads, Q1p, j = 1 kg.h−1 and Q2p, j = 5 kg.h−1, have
been experienced to study the influence of particle inertia on the two-phase flow, and also the
role of particle-particle collisions. The corresponding mass loading in the inner duct then varies
from M1p, j = 22% to M2p, j = 110%.
The particle diameter covers a wide range of size classes from dp = 20 µm to dp = 110 µm.
Figure 6.6 shows the particle distribution, in mass and in number. The resulting mean diameter
is respectively dp,M = 63 µm and dp,N = 50 µm. Special care has been taken to analyse the
particle distribution. It was important to ensure that the glass beads remained spherical and
that the particle-particle collisions did not induce any particle break-up. This was confirmed by
repeating the measurements and observing the particles with a microscope.
• Characteristic time scales
Table 6.2 gives the relaxation time of the particles τp, depending on the particle diameter
dp. To give an order of magnitude of the characteristic time scale of the particles, a Stokes flow
around the particles is assumed (see Eq. (1.15) in Section 1.2.1).
The comparison of the particle relaxation time τp, with a characteristic time scale of the fluid
most energetic eddies τ f ,t , gives the Stokes number. Similarly to the particle-laden confined jet
flow (see Section 5.1.3), τ f ,t is estimated assuming that the length of the most energetic eddies
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Figure 6.6 - Initial mass (a.), and number (b.) distribution of the particle size. Configuration of
Bore´e et al. (2001).
dp (µm) 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
τp (ms) 3.1 6.9 12.3 19.2 27.6 37.6 49.1 62.2 76.7 92.9
Table 6.2 - Relaxation time of the particles injected depending on their diameter. Configuration of
Bore´e et al. (2001).
corresponds to one third of the duct diameter and their velocity is the maximum fluctuating
velocity in the pipe:
St =
τp
τ f ,t
where τ f ,t =
2R j
3
u
′
f ,max
≈ 7 ms (6.1)
The influence of particle inertia on the two-phase flow topology increases with the Stokes
number. Table 6.3 presents the characteristic Stokes number of the two-phase flow depending
on the particle diameter. It comes that the motion of the smallest particles with diameter
dp = 20 µm is expected to be very different from the biggest ones, with diameter dp = 110 µm:
while the smallest particles almost follow the gas flow, the inertia of the biggest ones make
them much more independent of the fluid flow.
dp (µm) 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
St (−) 0.4 1.0 1.8 2.7 3.9 5.4 7.0 8.9 11.0 13.3
Table 6.3 - Stokes number depending on the particle diameter. Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
Contrary to the configuration of Hishida et al. (1987), calculating the supplying pipes is here
mandatory since they are at the origin of the large recirculation zones in the chamber itself. In
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the inner duct, both air and particles are injected. To determine whether a specific treatment
of the particle inlet boundary condition is required (see Section 5.4), it must be quantified if
particles have enough time to adapt to the changes in gas mean velocity within the inner duct.
To do so, the relaxation time of the particles is compared to their transit time in the pipe.
The transit time of the particles in the inner pipe, T Tp , is determined using the length of
the duct (the starting point is the particle feeder) and the inner maximum gas velocity:
T Tp =
L′j
Umaxf , j
= 250 ms (6.2)
It comes that the particle relaxation time is largely smaller than their transit time in the in-
ner pipe, whatever the diameter considered. Thus, the particles have time to adapt to fluid
turbulence before they reach the outlet of the inner pipe and no specific treatment on particle
agitation is required at the inlet of the central pipe.
6.1.3 Experimental setup
The mean and RMS velocities, for the gas phase and for each class of particles, are obtained by
the Particle Doppler Anemometry (PDA) measuring technique presented in Section 5.1.2.
When dealing with two-phase flows, it is necessary to choose different material for the
particles, so that they can be either a measure of the fluid flow or a measure of the dispersed
phase itself. Bore´e et al. (2001) used three types of particles: glass beads for the dispersed
phase, smoke for the inner jet fluid flow and water droplets for the annular gas flow.
Seeding the flow with so many different particles is a delicate task and specific care has
to be taken. As far as the gas flow is concerned, sufficient volume flux of the seeded particles
is required. Considering the high annular volume flux, water droplets were a cheap and safe
solution. They were injected using four water injectors and they were checked not to collide
with each other close to the injector tip. For the inner pipe, smoke particles were more adapted
because they did not collide with glass beads. They were added to the central jet using a smoke
machine. Both the smoke and water droplets proved to be good tracers. Their diameter was
respectively 2 µm and 5 µm, corresponding to particle relaxation times at least 100 times lower
than the characteristic time scale of the fluid most energetic eddies. In addition, it was verified
that both tracers did not have any effect on the particulate phase measurements, comparing
the dispersed phase flow measurements with and without fluid tracers. Finally, all parts of the
set-up were grounded and the air flow was humid enough to avoid static electricity influence.
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For the dispersed phase, the glass beads did not show any breaking, so that the curvature and
the geometric radius remained the same. Their refraction index was n = 1.51 and because they
were hollow, they were well suited for PDA measurements.
Hereafter, the experimental results are plotted using symbols for comparison with numeri-
cal results. The cylindrical coordinate system (z,r,θ) is used to indicate axial (downward),
radial and azymuthal directions. As no mean swirling motion was detected, only the axial and
radial velocity components are provided. The mean components resulting from LES-averaging
are respectively noted W and V whereas the RMS components are wrms and vrms. The symbols
· f and ·p denote the fluid and the particles. Section 6.2 deals with the simulations of the
single-phase flow whereas results of two-phase flow simulations are analysed in Section 6.3.
6.2 Single-phase flow simulations
6.2.1 Computational domain
The total volume of the configuration is large, due to the length of both the ducts (2 m) and
the chamber itself (1.5 m). In comparison, the combustion chamber of the Mercato test-rig
schematised in Fig. 6.1 is 28 cm long and 13 cm wide. As a consequence, calculating the whole
geometry would be computationaly expensive.
Since the location of the second stagnation point is known to mainly depend on the geometry
global diameter, the diameters of the inner and annular pipes have been kept: R j = 10 mm
; R1 = 75 mm ; R2 = 150 mm, but the length of the pipes has been shortened to 0.2 m or
0.1 m depending on the mesh considered (see Section 6.2.3), and the length of the chamber
itself has been decreased from 1.5 m to 0.8 m. There are two main arguments for this: first,
considering the low Reynolds number and the grid resolution in the inner pipe as well as the
accuracy of the numerical scheme, it is impossible to wait for natural destabilisation of the gas
flow. A specific inlet boundary condition is therefore used to help the flow destabilisation (see
Section 6.2.2). Besides, the accurate prediction of particle motion in a pipe (or a channel) is still
difficult to obtain, especially because of particle-wall interactions (Wang & Squires, 1996). The
modified pipe length stays compatible with the particle relaxation and transit times presented
in Section 6.1.2 has been accounted for. The second reason why shortening the length of the
chamber is the location of the furthest stagnation point in the vicinity of z = 400 mm, that is to
say far from the chamber outlet.
Finally, the volume of the computational domain has been divided by two, which drasti-
cally decreases the computational cost of LES.
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6.2.2 Boundary conditions
Figure 6.7 shows the computational domain and the boundary conditions. The characteristic
boundary conditions developed by Poinsot & Lele (1992a) are used for these simulations.
Figure 6.7 - Computational domain. Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
The experimental profiles of mean and fluctuating fluid velocities are unknown at the inlet of the
pipes, but they are available at the inlet of the test section: z= 3 mm. Consequently, typical mean
axial velocity profiles of fully-developed pipes are imposed at the inlet of the inner and annular
pipes, corresponding to the experimental mass flux. This method leads to a good agreement
between experimental and numerical mean velocity profiles at z = 3 mm.
As already said, due to the low Reynolds numbers in the ducts, no destabilisation of the gas
flow can be obtained without flow forcing. At the inlet of both pipes, the fluid velocity varies
in time and space to reproduce the effect of an incoming turbulent field as observed in the
experiment. The method in constructing the incoming turbulent signal is based on the Random
Flow Generation (RFG) algorithm introduced in Section 5.2.2. Forcing the flow in such a way
considerably accelerates the establishment of fully developed turbulent flows. It also ensures the
presence of coherent perturbations not warranted with a pure white noise. Typical fluctuating
profiles of fully-developed pipes are imposed at the inlet of the pipes and again, agreement
between experimental and numerical fluctuating profiles are good at z = 3mm. The influence of
this forcing is presented in Section 6.2.8.
The outlet is nearly non-reflective at atmospheric pressure, Pf = 1.013 105 Pa.
Wall numerical treatment depends on the grid resolution near the wall. When it is low, only wall
modeling is accurate and the law-of-the-wall developed by Schmitt et al. (2007) is employed.
Increase in resolution in the near-wall region allows the direct use of non-slipping walls. In all
cases, the walls are isothermal at ambient temperature, Tf = 293K.
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6.2.3 Characteristics of the grids
The impact of the grid type is investigated in Section 6.2.7. Table 6.4 details the characteristics
of the three meshes tested, with names bb meshnst1, bb meshnst2 and bb meshst. Figures 6.8
and 6.9 display respectively longitudinal and front views of the three grid resolutions.
Name bb meshnst1 bb meshnst2 bb meshst
Grid type Tetrahedra Tetrahedra Hexahedra
Number of nodes (−) 367313 549369 3255085
Number of cells (−) 2058883 3115898 3207960
Smallest cell volume (.10−10 m−3) 1.72 2.0 4.94
Length of the pipes (m) 0.2 0.1 0.1
Length of the chamber (m) 1.5 1.5 0.8
y+ in the inner pipe (−) 15 15 7.5
y+ in the coflow (−) 64 64 15
Time step (µs) 3.2 3.49 4.22
Table 6.4 - Characteristics of the three meshes tested. Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
In the unstructured grids, special care has been taken to generate small cells in the recirculation
zone and in the near-wall region. The non-dimensional wall distance y+, varies from 15 in the
inner jet from 64 in the annular jet. The main difference between the two unstructured grids
is the resolution in the region 250 < z < 750 mm, which considerably increases the number of
nodes and cells. Besides, the length of the ducts have been shortened for bb meshnst2, thanks
to the use of the inlet forcing method mentionned in Section 6.2.2. Still, the resolution in the
pipes is almost the same for both unstructured grids.
The main motivation for testing a structured grid on this configuration is the comparison
with CDP that uses hexahedral cells. To make exact comparisons with both codes, the length
of the test section was decreased down to 0.8 m. Although the number of cells is equivalent
for bb meshnst2 and bb meshst, it is important to remind that the total volume of both grids is
really different. Furthermore, the differences in y+ must be mentionned: the non-dimensional
wall distance in the structured grid is twice smaller in the inner pipe and four times smaller in
the coflow than in the two unstructured grids. Focusing on the resolution in the pipes, there are
much more cells in the inner one as well as in the wall-region of the coflow. As expected, the
smallest cell volume is all the same larger in the structured case, which increases the timestep.
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a. b. c.
Figure 6.8 - Longitudinal cutting plane (x = 0) of the three meshes tested: bb meshnst1 (a.),
bb meshnst2 (b.), and bb meshst (c.). Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
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a. b.
c. d.
e. f.
Figure 6.9 - Global front view (left) and detail of the inner inlet (right) for the three meshes tested:
bb meshnst1 (a. & b.), bb meshnst2 (c. & d.), and bb meshst (e. & f.). Configuration of Bore´e et al.
(2001).
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6.2.4 Test Cases
A series of test cases have been run, to investigate the following parameters:
- the numerical scheme (see Section 3.2): the TTGC scheme, 3rd order accurate in space
and time, is known to provide better results than the LW scheme, especially in recirculat-
ing flows.
- the grid: structured grids are rarely used to calculate swirled flows since they are said to
generate preferential directions (Section 6.2.3). Their influence on recirculating but not
swirling flows is tested here, as well as the grid resolution.
- the subgrid-scale model: the WALE model detailed in Section 4.2.1 is more suited
to bounded flows than the Smagorinsky model. The resulting change in fluid turbulent
viscosity profile in the near-wall region is analysed to show the influence on the global
statistics.
- the wall treatment: it is linked to the subgrid-scale model. A law-of-the-wall model
(Schmitt et al., 2007) is used with the Smagorinsky subgrid model whereas the WALE
model does not require any wall modeling.
- the inlet boundary condition: the RFG method detailed in Section 5.2.2 helps the flow
destabilise in the pipes and ensures turbulent velocity profiles along the ducts.
Table 6.5 summarises the different cases performed for the gas flow.
Name Mesh Scheme Turb. model Wall model Inlet BC
Nst1 lw smago lwm norfg bb meshnst1 LW Smagorinsky Law-of-the-Wall No RFG
Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg bb meshnst1 TTGC Smagorinsky Law-of-the-Wall No RFG
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg bb meshnst1 TTGC WALE None No RFG
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint bb meshnst1 TTGC WALE None RFG Int.
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint bb meshnst2 TTGC WALE None RFG Int.
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall bb meshnst2 TTGC WALE None RFG All
St ttgc wale wnm rfgall bb meshst TTGC WALE None RFG All
Table 6.5 - Test cases and corresponding parameters. Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
Results related to the various cases are presented hereafter. The gas LES solver of AVBP TPF
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is validated in Section 6.2.6 by direct comparison with CDP using the same structured grid, and
experimental data. Then, in Section 6.2.7, the influence of the convective scheme and the grid
are highlighted. These two elements are shown to be the most important parameters. Note that
they are also the most CPU-time consumers. Finally, Section 6.2.8 focuses on the influence of
the subgrid model coupled with the wall treatment, and the inlet boundary condition. Although
these parameters make the calculations closer to the experimental flow, their effects on the flow
statistics are less significant than the grid and the convective scheme.
As discussed in Section 4.3.2, the analysis of the averaged quantities resulting from LES
requires a simulation time long enough to ensure convergence, and a sampling time small
enough to ensure that the smallest structures can contribute to the averaged solution. In the
present configuration, the lowest frequency to be represented is associated to the two counter-
rotating structures on each side of the axis. Considering their size, l f ,l ≈ 0.08 m, and their mean
rotating velocity, U f ,l ≈ 1 m.s−1, the order of magnitude of the associated time is τ f ,l ≈ 0.08 s.
The most energetic eddies in the inner pipe consitute a reasonable choice to determine the
highest frequencies. Considering their size, l f ,t ≈ 7 mm, and their velocity, u′f ,t ≈ 1.5m.s−1,
the order of magnitude of the associated time-scale is τ f ,t ≈ 4.6 ms. All the cases presented in
Table 6.5 have been run for Tav ≈ 0.5 s and the time between two samples is ∆tr ≈ 1.2 ms. The
statistics of the mean fields are then well converged. This is not always the case for the RMS
quantities but the overall tendency gives sufficient information to compare the models.
6.2.5 Gas flow analysis
Figure 6.10 shows an instantaneous field of the gas velocity modulus in the cutting plane y = 0
for the case St ttgc wale wnm rfgall. A large amount of structures of different sizes are visible.
The largest ones are linked to the diameter of the coflow, intermediate ones appear in the shear
layers and structures coming out of the inner jet are also clearly identified.
Figure 6.10 - Topology of the gas flow. Instantaneous field of gas velocity modulus obtained with
AVBP TPF in the cutting plane y = 0. St ttgc wale wnm rfgall case. Configuration of Bore´e et al.
(2001).
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The time-averaged field considerably differs from the instantaneous flow structure. Fig-
ures 6.11 a. – c. respectively present the mean field of gas axial velocity, and the RMS fields
of gas axial and radial velocities in the cutting plane y = 0. The iso-contour line of zero mean
axial velocity Wf = 0, is added on the three pictures. All fields are rather symmetric, which
indicates good convergence of the simulations. As expected, there are two points with zero
velocity along the axis, corresponding to distinct inner jet and coflow stagnation points. The
peak of axial fluctuations is at the inner jet stagnation point whereas the radial fluctuations are
maximum in the vicinity of the furthest stagnation point. Both axial and radial fluctuations
show secondary peaks, respectively in the external shear layer and close to the first stagnation
point. At these locations, turbulence is highly anisotropic.
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Figure 6.11 - Topology of the gas flow. Mean field of gas axial velocity (a.). RMS fields of gas axial
velocity (b.), and gas radial velocity (c.) obtained with AVBP TPF in the cutting plane y = 0. The
black line corresponds to the iso-contour line <Wf >= 0. St ttgc wale wnm rfgall case. Configuration
of Bore´e et al. (2001).
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6.2.6 Validation of the gas LES solver from AVBP TPF
The accuracy of the LES solver from AVBP TPF for the gas phase is evaluated by computing
the single-phase flow and comparing it to the data provided by Bore´e et al. (2001) and to the
results of CDP. In this section, the case St ttgc wale wnm rfgall is analysed, not only because
it provides the most accurate results but also because it is the best candidate for direct compar-
isons with CDP. Indeed, both codes use here the same structured grid. There are however some
differences in the two codes, summarised in Table 6.6.
CDP AVBP TPF
Time step (µs) / CFL (−) 147 / 50 4.2 / 0.7
Averaging time (s) / iterations (−) 2.65 / 18000 0.52 / 120000
Convective 2nd order that conserves kinetic energy TTGC
scheme (Ham & Iaccarino, 2004)
LES model / Wall model Dynamic Smagorinsky/None WALE/None
Inner jet / Coflow Inlet BC Forcing / No forcing Forcing / Forcing
Table 6.6 - Comparison of the parameters and models used for the single-phase flow LES performed
with CDP and AVBP TPF on the structured grid bb meshst. Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
As already mentioned, CDP resolves implicitly the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions whereas AVBP TPF resolves explicitely the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The
main consequence is that the time step is 35 times larger for CDP, leading to consequent
differences in the computational cost of such a calculation. As a result, the total averaging
time is smaller for AVBP TPF, but the convergence has been ensured to be good enough.
Another noticeable difference comes from the treatment of the inlet boundary condition in the
coflow. No turbulence has been injected on the gas flow in the outer duct in the case of CDP
whereas the RFG method described in Section 6.2.2 has been used for both injection ducts with
AVBP TPF.
Before analysing the statistics in terms of mean and RMS velocities, it is useful to evalu-
ate the LES criterion defined in Section 4.3.3. This is done in Fig. 6.12. The location of
the iso-contour line QLESf = 0.8 shows that the LES is rather well-resolved in the domain,
especially close to the centerline and in the coflow shear layers. The quality is poorer in the
coflow outer region and in the central jet. However, the increase in resolution in this region
would decrease the time-step.
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Figure 6.12 - Mean field of LES criterion given by Eq. (4.40) for the gas phase in the cutting plane
y = 0. The black line stands for the iso-contour line QLESf = 0.8. St ttgc wale wnm rfgall case.
Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
Figure 6.13 displays mean and RMS gas axial velocities along the axis, and Figs 6.14 –
6.17 present the radial profiles for the two codes along with the experimental measurements.
The global agreement between the two codes and experiments is very good and most of the
flow physics is captured by the two LES solvers. The width and the length of the recirculation
zone are well predicted (Fig. 6.14). Differences between both codes in predicting the location
of the two stagnation points (Fig. 6.13 a.) are minor. This point is known to be the main
difficulty when calculating bluff body flows and the sensitivity to the parameters is shown in
the following sections. The two LES solvers capture the mean radial component correctly,
except at the end of the recirculation zone. The mean radial velocity level remains small (less
than 1 m.s−1 in Fig. 6.15) compared to the mean axial velocity level. Focusing on the RMS
velocities (Fig. 6.16 and 6.17), the agreement with measurements is also good. The location and
the amplitude of the peaks are well predicted, except in the coflow where CDP underpredicts
both the radial and axial RMS velocities. The origin of the discrepancy is the treatment of
the coflow inlet boundary condition, with no turbulence injected with CDP in the outer duct.
Section 6.2.8 underlies the influence of this inlet boundary condition.
The overall result is that both codes provide very similar results, also close to the mea-
surements, even though they use different methods. This indicates that the accuracy of the
gas LES solver of AVBP TPF is sufficiently good to test the dispersed phase with reasonable
confidence on this configuration. Nevertheless, it must be underlined that the results are greatly
sensitive to the numerical parameters and the grid used.This is developed in Sections 6.2.7
and 6.2.8.
For the sake of clarity, only the most informative graphs are discussed hereafter, but all
the radial and axial profiles are available, and provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 6.13 - Code influence. Axial profiles of mean (a.), and RMS (b.), axial gas velocity. Symbols:
experiment – Dotted-dashed line: CDP – Solid line: AVBP TPF/St ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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Figure 6.14 - Code influence. Radial profiles of mean axial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dotted-dashed line: CDP – Solid line: AVBP TPF/St ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
6.2.7 Influence of the numerical scheme and the grid
The numerical scheme is critical when performing LES as well as the grid quality. Whether
results are more accurate with a low-order scheme used on a refined grid or with a high-
order scheme coupled with a coarser grid is still an open question (Sengissen et al., 2005).
While Colin & Rudgyard (2000) and Vreman (1995) for example aim at developping high-
order schemes on coarse grids, other authors use little dissipative 2nd order schemes on more
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Figure 6.15 - Code influence. Radial profiles of mean radial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dotted-dashed line: CDP – Solid line: AVBP TPF/St ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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Figure 6.16 - Code influence. Radial profiles of RMS axial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dotted-dashed line: CDP – Solid line: AVBP TPF/St ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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Figure 6.17 - Code influence. Radial profiles of RMS radial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dotted-dashed line: CDP – Solid line: AVBP TPF/St ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
refined grids (Jimenez & Moin, 1991; Mahesh et al., 2004). Naturally, the computational cost
of the simulation is a key point for the final choice.
In the following, the results obtained with the LW and TTGC schemes are compared and dif-
ferences in the flow topology as well as in the mean and RMS profiles are highlighted. For
this first test, the coarsest unstructured grid bb meshnst1 is used. In a second step, only the
TTGC scheme is kept to study the influence of both the grid resolution and the grid type on the
prediction of the stagnation point location.
• INFLUENCE OF THE CONVECTIVE SCHEME
To evaluate the influence of the numerical schemes on the single-phase flow results, the cases
Nst1 lw smago lwm norfg and Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg (see Table 6.5) are compared. Both
computations carried out with the coarsest grid bb meshnst1, use the subgrid Smagorinsky
model associated with the law-of-the-wall model. Moreover, the RFG method is not used at the
inlet of the ducts so that the only difference between the two cases is the numerical scheme.
The qualitative impact of the scheme order of accuracy on the small structures is clear on
Fig. 6.18 where instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion introduced in Section 5.3.2 are
displayed for both schemes. Both fields exhibit two kinds of coherent structures: some longitu-
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a. b.
Figure 6.18 - Convective scheme influence. Instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion for the cases
Nst1 lw smago lwm norfg (a.), and Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg (b.). The iso-surfaces are colored by
instantaneous velocity. Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
dinal vortices come from the inner pipe wheras other are created in the external shear zone and
are rather azimuthal. However, the structures created with the TTGC scheme are more detailed
and more numerous.
The axial profiles of mean and RMS axial velocities plotted in Fig. 6.19 quantify this ob-
servation. When using LW, the zero mean axial velocity iso-contour line that delimits the
recirculation zone is located too far downstream of the ducts. Besides, as shown in Fig. 6.20,
the LW scehme under-estimates the axial fluctuating velocities at the outlet of the jets. This is
also the case for the radial fluctuations.
This leads to the conclusion that two-phase flows must be computed with the TTGC scheme.
Indeed, the particle distribution as well as the flame shape in bluff body flows is known to be
mainly linked to the first stagnation point. It is however important to keep in mind that the
computational cost of a simulation using TTGC is 2.5 bigger than using LW.
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Figure 6.19 - Convective scheme influence. Axial profiles of mean (a.), and RMS (b.), axial gas
velocity. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 lw smago lwm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg.
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Figure 6.20 - Convective scheme influence. Radial profiles of RMS axial gas velocity at 7 stations
along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 lw smago lwm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg.
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• INFLUENCE OF THE GRID
The simulations are all performed here with the TTGC scheme, the WALE subgrid model asso-
ciated with no-wall modeling, and the RFG method. The influence of the grid is investigated in
two steps.
First, the cases Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint and Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint (see Table 6.5) are
compared to show the impact of the grid resolution. The unstructured grids bb meshnst1 and
bb meshnst2 are respectively used (see Table 6.4).
Second, the cases Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall and St ttgc wale wnm rfgall are focused on to
show the impact of the grid type. The unstructured grid bb meshnst2 and the structured one
bb meshst are respectively used.
a. b.
c.
Figure 6.21 - Grid influence. Instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion for the cases
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint (a.), Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint (b.), and St ttgc wale wnm rfgall (c.). The
iso-surfaces are colored by instantaneous velocity. Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
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The visualisation of the instantaneous iso-surfaces of the Q-criterion for the three cases
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint, Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint and St ttgc wale wnm rfgall is shown
in Fig. 6.21. Note that because the RFG method is not used in the coflow for the case
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint only, no coherent structures are visible in the coflow in Fig. 6.21 a.
Apart from this, the main difference in flow structure between the two unstructured grids
is the location of the vortices, more extended in the case Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall. This
is obviously due to the mesh refinement operated in the second quarter of the chamber in
bb meshnst2. The finest unstructured grid and the structured grid can be directly compared in
Figs. 6.21 b. and c. The major difference is the size of the most visible coherent structures that
are much smaller on the structured grid. In other words, both grids resolve large vortices in the
same way but the structured grid allows the resolution of smaller vortices.
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Figure 6.22 - Grid influence. Axial profiles of mean (a.), and RMS (b.), axial gas velocity. Symbols:
experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint – Solid line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint.
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Figure 6.23 - Grid influence. Axial profiles of mean (a.), and RMS (b.), axial gas velocity. Symbols:
experiment – Dashed line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall– Solid line: St ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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Figure 6.24 - Grid influence. Radial profiles of mean axial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall– Solid line: St ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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Figure 6.25 - Grid influence. Radial profiles of RMS axial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall– Solid line: St ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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These observable differences do not appear so clearly on the axial mean and RMS axial
velocity profiles, plotted in Fig. 6.22. This also holds for the radial profiles presented in
Appendix A. Figure 6.23 compares the same quantities for the finest unstructured grid and
the structured one. The location of the peak of RMS axial velocity is well predicted with the
two grids but its amplitude is closer to the measurements using the structured grid. The impact
of the structured grid on the mean axial velocity is even clearer: the inner jet flow penetrates
a little bit farther in the chamber, which improves the prediction of the location of the two
stagnation points. When looking at the radial profiles of mean and RMS axial velocities in
Figs. 6.24 and 6.25, the most significant change is at the station z = 80 mm. At this point, the
mean and RMS axial velocities are respectively under and over-estimated with the unstructured
grid.
Accounting for the cost efficiency slightly modifies the previous conclusions. Table 6.7
compares the computational cost of the three different meshes when simulating 0.1 s physical
time with otherwise the same parameters. Using the coarsest unstructured grid bb meshnst1 is
about five times cheaper than performing the simulations on the structured grid bb meshst. This
figure is to be related to the gain in quality of the predictions choosing the final configuration
and grid.
Name bb meshnst1 bb meshnst2 bb meshst
Total CPU time (s) 44604 68460 235823
Efficiency / iteration / node (µs) 3.88 4.35 3.06
Efficiency / iteration / cell (µs) 0.69 0.77 3.10
Table 6.7 - Grid influence. Code efficiency for single-phase flow calculations depending on the mesh.
Statistics given for 0.1 s (physical time) computed with TTGC on 16 processors on a CRAY XD1
machine. Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
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6.2.8 Influence of wall treatment, LES model and inlet boundary condi-
tions
In addition to the numerical scheme and the grid that mainly influence the results, predictions
can be improved using appropriate subgrid models (depending on the resolution in the near-wall
region) and more realistic boundary conditions. Hereafter, the WALE subgrid model associated
with no-wall modeling is compared to the Smagorinsky subgrid model associated with the law-
of-the-wall model (Schmitt et al., 2007). The use of turbulent forcing at the inlet of the ducts
is also tested. Note that in contrary to the impact of the convective scheme or the on the cost
efficiency, these minor modifications do not increase the CPU.
• INFLUENCE OF THE GASEOUS LES MODEL AND THE WALL TREATMENT
In turbulent bounded flows, all turbulent fluctuations are damped near the walls, so that the
fluid turbulent viscosity ν f ,t (see Chapter 2), should go to zero at the wall. This is not the case
when using the subgrid Smagorinsky model that gives a non-zero value of ν f ,t where velocity
gradients exist. This is the main reason why Ducros et al. (1998b) developed the WALE subrid
model that naturally predicts a zero value of fluid turbulent viscosity at the wall, whatever the
geometry considered. As a consequence, the mean velocity profile is expected to be in better
agreement with the measurements. In AVBP TPF, both models are available and adequate wall
treatments are then required depending on the resolution:
• When the resolution in the near-wall region is low, the use of the law-of-the-wall model
(Schmitt et al., 2007) associated with the Smagorinsky subgrid model is recommended.
In this case, the recommended distance to the wall is y+ ∈ [50−500]. On the other hand,
when the grid in refined at the walls (y+ < 8), no specific wall treatment is required and
the WALE model is then more suited. For the sake of simplicity, hereafter, the denom-
ination of the Smagorinsky subgrid model associated with the law-of-the-wall treatment
is shortened to the Smagorinsky model. Similarly the WALE model refers to the WALE
subgrid model without wall modeling.
• The characteristics of the coarsest unstructured grid, bb meshnst1 (see Table 6.4)
allow to test the influence of the two combinations. The corresponding cases are
Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg and Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg detailed in Table 6.5. In
these simulations, the TTGC scheme is used and no turbulent forcing is imposed at the
inlet of the pipes.
Figure 6.26 displays the mean fields of non-dimensional fluid turbulent viscosity in the cutting
plane y = 0 for the two cases. As expected, results differ most in the vicinity of the walls where
the fluid turbulent viscosity goes to zero only with the WALE model. The behavior of the two
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a.
b.
Figure 6.26 - LES and wall modeling influence. Mean field of non-dimension turbulent viscosity for
Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg (a.), and Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg (b.) in the cutting plane y = 0. The
white and black lines respectively stand for ν tf /ν f = 5 and ν tf /ν f = 10. Configuration of Bore´e et al.
(2001).
models in the rest of the chamber is very similar. The impact on the velocity field is restricted
to the near-wall region, as shown in Figs. 6.27 and 6.28. The mean axial velocity decreases to
zero at the wall of the coflow and a slight increase in the RMS axial velocity is visible in the
same zone when the WALE model is employed.
Figure 6.29 focuses on the radial profiles of turbulent viscosity and RMS axial velocities
in the ducts themselves. The conclusion slightly differs. Both quantities are compared at four
stations in the ducts: z = −200 mm ; z = −150 mm ; z = −100 mm and z = −50 mm, where
the first one corresponds to the inlet of the inner and coflow pipes. There, the axial velocity
fluctuations naturally develop in the duct when using the WALE model, which is not the case
with the Smagorinsky model. As a consequence, the turbulent viscosity field generated by the
Smagorinsky model (see Fig. 6.29 a.) is lower than with the WALE model (see Fig. 6.29 b.),
except at the wall where the behaviour is non-physical. As a result, the WALE subgrid model
without specific treatment at the wall should be preferred to the Smagorinsky model associated
with the law-of-the-wall in our case.
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Figure 6.27 - LES and wall modeling influence. Radial profiles of mean axial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg.
• INFLUENCE OF THE INLET TURBULENT FORCING
When only a typical mean axial velocity profile of fully-developed pipe is imposed at the inlet
of both the inner and the coflow pipes, relaminarisation of the mean velocity profile is expected.
This is mainly due to the unsufficient grid resolution, the unsufficient length of the ducts and
the dissipation of the numerical scheme. The impact of the RFG method (see Section 6.2.2) on
the mean and RMS velocity profiles is investigated hereafter.
– Inner pipe turbulent forcing
The influence of the inlet turbulent forcing method is investigated by comparing the cases
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg and Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint described in Table 6.5. The axial
profiles of mean and RMS axial velocities displayed in Fig. 6.30 show clearly the influence of
the inlet boundary condition treatment. Focusing on the velocity fluctuations, they are shown
to decrease in the central pipe due to a lack of resolution. Yet, the numerical value of w f ,rms
at the outlet of the duct is in good agreement with the experimental value. The consequence
of this fluid agitation in the duct itself is a flat mean axial velocity profile in the pipe. Thus,
the maximum of mean axial velocity is in better agreement with the experiments at the outlet
of the duct (z = 3 mm). Note that in Fig. 6.30 a., the accurate prediction of the location of the
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Figure 6.28 - LES and wall modeling influence. Radial profiles of RMS axial gas velocity at 7 stations
along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg.
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Figure 6.29 - LES and wall modeling influence. Radial profiles of mean non-dimension turbulent
viscosity (a.), and RMS axial gas velocity (b.) at 4 stations in the pipes along z axis. Dashed line:
Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg – Solid line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg.
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recirculation zone for the case Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg is only due to exact compensation of
errors that is completely fortuitous.
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Figure 6.30 - Inner pipe turbulent forcing influence. Axial profiles of mean (a.), and RMS (b.), axial
gas velocity. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint.
– Coflow turbulent forcing
The influence of the outer inlet boundary condition is less crucial in terms of jet penetra-
tion and recirculation zone, and so, for the prediction of particle dispersion. Its impact was
checked by comparing the cases Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint and Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
The finest unstructured grid is used, associated with TTGC, the WALE model and no wall
modeling. Inlet forcing is used in the central duct for both cases.
Injecting turbulence in the coflow still slightly modifies the mean axial velocity profile in the
near wall region (see Fig. 6.31) and provides better agreement for the velocity fluctuations, as
shown in Fig. 6.32.
6.2.9 Conclusion for the single-phase flow simulations
The results provided by the gas LES solver from AVBP TPF show very good agreement with
the measurements. The accuracy is as good as the results from CDP for radial and axial profiles
of mean and fluctuating velocities. Nevertheless, the challenge has been difficult to take up and
the investigation of many parameters has been necessary: the convective scheme and both the
resolution and the type of grid used constitute the two key points of such simulations. Choosing
the most accurate subgrid model, wall treatment and inlet boundary condition increases the level
of accuracy of the predictions.
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Figure 6.31 - Coflow turbulent forcing influence. Radial profiles of mean axial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint – Solid line:
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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Figure 6.32 - Coflow turbulent forcing influence. Radial profiles of RMS axial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint – Solid line:
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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6.3 Two-phase flow simulations
Although the distribution of particles introduced experimentally in the inner pipe is multidis-
perse, a monodisperse distribution of particles is calculated and analysed hereafter. There are
two main reasons. First, no work has been devoted to the multidisperse description of the
dispersed phase using the EE mesoscopic approach during this PhD. Then, this topic has been
studied separately by V. Moureau at CTR using the CDP Lagrangian solver to compare the
results obtained with a multidisperse jet and a monodisperse distribution. In the monodisperse
case, the particle diameter was equal to the mean diameter: ¯dp = 60 µm. He showed that
considering a monodisperse distribution is sufficient to capture both the mean flow effects on
the gas (through two-way coupling) and the dynamics of the 60 microns particle class in this
case.
The validation of the particle dynamics in this recirculating gas flow is done in two steps
using three different codes: CDP and AVBP TPF-EL that both calculate the particle motion
with a Lagrangian approach, and AVBP TPF-EE that uses the Eulerian mesoscopic approach.
First, since the gas LES solvers from AVBP TPF and CDP give very similar results, the two
Lagrangian solvers can be compared and validated by comparisons with the measurements.
Second, the two approaches (EL and EE mesoscopic) are compared using AVBP TPF-EL and
AVBP TPF-EE. As the gas solver and the grid are exactly the same, a direct comparison of the
two methods is proposed. Hereafter, for the sake of clearness, the comparison between the two
Lagrangian codes is not presented. The main results are however reported in Riber et al. (2006).
In this section, focus is made on comparing the EL and EE mesoscopic approaches using
the same gas LES solver of AVBP TPF and two different solvers for the dispersed phase.
According to the results obtained for the particle-laden confined jet in Chapter 5, the simplified
EE mesoscopic model, that consists in neglecting the RUM contributions in the particulate
transport equations, is preferred for this bluff body configuration, Hereafter, Section 6.3.1
summarises the grid, and the numerical parameters for the gas and the dispersed phase. Then,
a qualitative analysis of the particle motion is proposed in Section 6.3.2. Finally, a quantitative
comparison of both approaches is provided in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.1 Numerical parameters
• The grid
In Section 6.2.7, the predictions of the gas phase have been shown to mainly depend on
the grid resolution and type: the structured grid called bb meshst provides the most accurate
results mainly because it contains much more cells than the two unstructured grids tested. How-
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ever, increasing the number of cells is computationaly expensive. As shown in Table 6.7, using
the unstructured grid bb meshnst1 is about five times cheaper than using the structured grid
bb meshst. Considering the increase in CPU time due to the resolution of the dispersed phase,
it has been decided to compare the EL and EE mesoscopic approaches on the unstructured grid
bb meshnst1. Note that the quality of the results obtained for the gas phase (see Section 6.2.7)
is sufficient to conclude about the accuracy of the method used for the dispersed phase.
• The gas phase
In these two-phase flow simulations, the two codes AVBP TPF-EL and AVBP TPF-EE use
strictly the same parameters for the gas, corresponding to the case Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint
detailed in Section 6.2.4. Hereafter, Table 6.8 reminds the parameters for the gas phase.
Name Mesh Scheme Turb. model Wall model Inlet BC
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint bb meshnst1 TTGC WALE None RFG Int.
Table 6.8 - Description of the gaseous parameters. Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
• The dispersed phase
In contrast, the conditions for the dispersed phase are not strictly identical for both ap-
proaches. The physical properties of the particles are set in agreement with the experiments:
their density is ρp = 2470 kg.m−3 and their diameter is chosen constant and equal to the mean
one, dp = ¯dp = 60 µm. The treatment of the inlet boundary condition is the main difference. In
the Eulerian simulations, the particles are injected at the inlet of the inner pipe (corresponding
to z = −200 mm) and their mean velocity and mass flux is imposed in agreement with the
measurements. In the Lagrangian simulations, the particles are injected on the centerline of the
inner pipe, but at z =−1 mm, just before entering the chamber. The main reason for this choice
is that modeling of the wall BC for the particles is not available in AVBP TPF-EL yet. More-
over, a fluctuating particle velocity corresponding to 10 % of the mean particle velocity is added.
In terms of numerical parameters, the EE mesoscopic approach uses the same methodol-
ogy as in the confined jet configuration, as shown in Table 6.9. The TTGC scheme is used with
the particle AV model and the particle subgrid eddy-viscosity model is activated to account for
the unresolved scales.
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Convective scheme AV model Subgrid model RUE flux limitor
TTGC Jameson eddy viscosity No
Table 6.9 - Numerical method for the dispersed phase computed with the EE mesoscopic approach.
Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
6.3.2 Two-phase flow topology
In this section, the motion of particles is qualitatively analysed by showing instantaneous
and time-averaged LES fields of particle velocity. The role of the particle subgrid model is
briefly presented. Then, the EL and EE mesoscopic approaches are compared showing instan-
taneous fields of respectively reconstructed particle number density and particle number density.
Figure 6.33 compares instantaneous fields of gas and particle velocity in the cutting plane
y = 0. Three main comments can be made. First, the gaseous smallest structures are much
smaller than the particulate smallest structures. Second, there is a strong correlation between
the two velocity fields: the shape and the intensity of the recirculation zones are comparable.
Finally, the main difference between the two phases is the penetration of the jet. Indeed, the
particles are stopped in the jet further than the gaseous stagnation point. This is confirmed by
Fig. 6.33 c. where an instantaneous field of particle number density is plotted. Small clusters
of particles form between the chamber inlet and the particle stagnation point. There, lots of
particles are stopped before they are ejected from the centerline by the gaseous recirculation
zones where they are kept.
The time-averaged LES fields look vey different from the instantaneous fields and are displayed
in Fig. 6.34 for the dispersed phase only. Focus is made on the particle mean axial velocity,
and RMS axial and radial velocities. All the fields are rather symmetrical, suggesting a good
level of convergence. When comparing these particulate time-averaged LES fields with the
gaseous ones presented in Fig. 6.11, the comments are not very different from the particle-laden
confined jet configuration. The mean fields for the two phases are similar whereas the RMS
fields show at least two differences. First, the particle RMS quantities are smaller than the gas
ones. Second, the particle RMS axial velocity component is larger than the radial component,
revealing again an anisotropy of the particle RMS field that is not observed for the gas phase.
In Fig. 6.35, the role of the particle subgrid eddy-viscosity model is shown, making the differ-
ence between the deviatoric and the spherical subgrid contributions of the subgrid viscosity.
Again, the results are very similar to the confined jet configuration. The two fields show the
same topology, suggesting that the subgrid eddy-viscosity model mainly acts in the regions
where concentration of particles occurs. Moreover, the spherical part that is negligible for the
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a.
b.
c.
Figure 6.33 - Topology of the two-phase flow. Instantaneous fields of gas velocity modulus (a.). particle
velocity modulus (b.), and particle volume fraction (c.) obtained with AVBP TPF-EE in the cutting
plane y = 0. The black line corresponds to the iso-contour line 〈Wp〉= 0. Configuration of Bore´e et al.
(2001).
gas phase cannot be omitted for the dispersed phase as it is about three orders of magnitude
larger than the deviatoric part.
Finally, as the purpose here is to evaluate the accuracy of the EL and EE mesoscopic approaches
in this bluff body configuration, a comparison of instantaneous fields of particle number density
for the two methods is provided in Fig. 6.36. Nevertheless, in the Lagrangian approach, real
particles are tracked whereas a particle number density is transported in the Eulerian approach.
To compare both methods, it is therefore necessary to reconstruct a particle number density
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a.
c.
d.
Figure 6.34 - Topology of the two-phase flow. Mean fields of particle axial velocity (a.), and RMS fields
of particle axial (b.) and radial (c.) velocity obtained with AVBP TPF-EE in the cutting plane y = 0.
Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
from the Lagrangian simulations using a volumic projection method. Then, the two fields seem
very similar although more particles are visible in the recirculation zone close to the walls with
the Lagrangian approach. This first comparison between the two approaches is consequently
very promising for the EE mesoscopic approach that is often said to be too diffusive for the
particle number density.
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a.
b.
Figure 6.35 - Instantaneous fields of particle deviatoric (a.) and spherical (b.) subgrid viscosity defined
in Eq. (4.22) and obtained with AVBP TPF-EE in the cutting plane y = 0. Configuration of
Bore´e et al. (2001).
a.
b.
Figure 6.36 - Instantaneous fields of reconstructed particle number density obtained with
AVBP TPF-EL (a.) and particle number density obtained with AVBP TPF-EE (b.) in the cutting plane
y = 0. Configuration of Bore´e et al. (2001).
6.3.3 Comparison of the EL and EE mesoscopic approaches
In this section, radial profiles of mean and RMS velocities for both phases are diplayed and
direct comparisons between the AVBP TPF-EL and the AVBP TPF-EE results (respectively
dotted-dashed and solid lines) are proposed. The symbols stand for the experiments.
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The results for the gas phase are presented in Figs. 6.37 – 6.40. There are at least three
main points to comment. First, the two approaches give very similar results for all the quanti-
ties considered. Second, these results are in good agreements with the measurements, although
there are some discrepancies when considering the mean axial velocity on the centerline of
the chamber and the RMS velocities in the coflow. The same observations were made in Sec-
tion 6.2, due to the gaseous parameters that are not optimum in this simulation: the resolution
for grid bb meshnst1 has been shown to be unsufficient and the RFG method must be used
in the coflow to improve the results in this region. Therefore, these discrepancies should not
be due to the particle solver. Finally, the influence of the two-way coupling can be evaluated
comparing Figs. 6.37 – 6.40 with Figs. A.4 – A.7 displayed in Appendix A. For this low mass
loading case, the impact of the two-way coupling seems very little, both when comparing the
experiments and the simulations. Consequently, extending the EE mesoscopic approach to
two-way coupling without theoretically proving its validity (see Section 1.5) is not crucial in
our case. The same conclusion may not be straightforward when calculating the high mass
loading case.
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Figure 6.37 - Radial profiles of mean axial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment
– Dotted-dashed line: AVBP TPF-EL – Solid line: AVBP TPF-EE.
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Figure 6.38 - Radial profiles of mean radial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment
– Dotted-dashed line: AVBP TPF-EL – Solid line: AVBP TPF-EE.
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Figure 6.39 - Radial profiles of RMS axial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment –
Dotted-dashed line: AVBP TPF-EL – Solid line: AVBP TPF-EE.
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Figure 6.40 - Radial profiles of RMS radial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment
– Dotted-dashed line: AVBP TPF-EL – Solid line: AVBP TPF-EE.
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The results for the dispersed phase are displayed in Figs. 6.41 – 6.44. The overall agreement
of both methods with the experiments is good. When comparing the mean axial and radial
velocities, the EL and EE mesoscopic approaches give almost the same results. The particle jet
spreading is well predicted while the location of the stagnation point is slightly under-estimated.
This may be due to the discrepancies observed on the gas mean axial velocity in Fig. 6.37. The
conclusion is slightly different when focusing on the RMS quantities. On the one hand, the
two methods have some difficulties predicting the particle agitation at the locations z = 80 m
and z = 160 mm, that is to say upstream from the stagnation point. This may be linked to the
discrepancies observed at the same locations for the gas phase (see Fig. 6.39 for instance). Note
that the over-predictions of RMS velocities in the coflow with the EL approach are due to the
averaging process that would require more particles in this region. On the other hand, the EE
mesoscopic approach under-predicts the particle agitation. This is not surprising since the RUM
contributions are neglected here as it was the case in the confined jet configuration.
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Figure 6.41 - Radial profiles of mean axial particle velocity at 7 stations along z axis. Symbols:
experiment – Dotted-dashed line: AVBP TPF-EL – Solid line: AVBP TPF-EE.
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Figure 6.42 - Radial profiles of mean radial particle velocity at 7 stations along z axis. Symbols:
experiment – Dotted-dashed line: AVBP TPF-EL – Solid line: AVBP TPF-EE.
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Figure 6.43 - Radial profiles of RMS axial particle velocity at 7 stations along z axis. Symbols:
experiment – Dotted-dashed line: AVBP TPF-EL – Solid line: AVBP TPF-EE.
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Figure 6.44 - Radial profiles of RMS radial particle velocity at 7 stations along z axis. Symbols:
experiment – Dotted-dashed line: AVBP TPF-EL – Solid line: AVBP TPF-EE.
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6.4 Conclusion
There are two main reasons why the particle-laden bluff body configuration has been calculated
using LES:
• The context of this work is the simulations of reactive turbulent two-phase flows in aero-
nautical combustion chambers. After the promising results obtained in the particle-laden
confined jet (see Chapter 5), it was necessary to test the new LES EE mesoscopic model
in a more realistc geometry showing recirculation zones for instance.
• The validations of the method must be precise and numerous. This is the case for the bluff
body configuration: detailed measurements are provided in Bore´e et al. (2001) and direct
comparisons between the EL and EE mesoscopic approaches have been made during the
CTR Summer program.
In this configuration where particles are inertial, but still much dependent on the gas flow, the
predictions of the particle motion strongly depend on the results for the gas phase.
Nevertheless, accurate predictions of the gas phase have been delicate to obtain. Therefore a
detailed study has been required to investigate the influence of numerous parameters on the gas
flow. The grid and the convective scheme are the major parameters to account for. Concerning
the grid, numerous points are required in the whole domain, and especially in the inner pipe
and close to the walls. In our case, a structured grid has given the most accurate results. As for
the numerical scheme, TTGC is once again the best candidate for the grid resolution affordable
today. Then, some other parameters show minor influence on the predictions: the Random
Flow Generation method used at the inlet of the pipes prevents relaminarisation of the gas flow
in the pipes themselves. Combining no wall treatment with the WALE subgrid model also
improves the results. Thus, this detailed study has shown the capability of the gas LES solver
from AVBP TPF to very precisely predict the fluid flow in such a configuration. The results the
code provide are in very good agreement with the experiments, and with the results provided
by the gas LES solver from CDP.
The accuracy of the Eulerian mesoscopic approach has then been shown by comparison with
the experiments and the Lagrangian approach. Because the two approaches can be used in
AVBP TPF, the comparison is direct as both the grid and the gas solver are identical. The
results for the dispersed phase are in good agreement with the measurements for both ap-
proaches. Concerning the mean quantities, the predictions are very close for both methods.
Only the agitation of the particles is slightly under-estimated with the EE mesoscopic approach,
suggesting again than the RUM contribution cannot be neglected.
There is still lots of points to be investigated in this bluff body configuation. First, accounting
for the RUM modeling is undoubtlessly required to better predict the particle agitation, pro-
vided the RUM viscosity model is improved (see Section 5.6). Then, the impact of the two-way
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coupling on the gas phase should be analysed in details. As it seems more important for the
larger mass loading (Bore´e et al., 2001), this second case should also be investigated, which
requires to model the inter-particle collisions and to account for polydispersion.
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Une nouvelle me´thode de Simulation aux Grandes Echelles pour les e´coulements diphasiques a`
phase disperse´e, turbulents et non-re´actifs est propose´e. Elle repose sur le formalisme Eule´rien
me´soscopique introduit par Fe´vrier et al. (2005) qui sugge`re une de´composition de la vitesse de
chaque particule en une vitesse spatialement corre´le´e, et une vitesse de´corre´le´e. La de´rivation
des e´quations LES pour la phase disperse´e requiert donc, outre la moyenne d’ensemble condi-
tionne´e par une re´alisation fluide, l’application d’un filtre spatial LES classique. Il en re´sulte
deux types de termes non ferme´s a` mode´liser, qui proviennent de la moyenne d’ensemble d’une
part, et du filtrage spatial LES d’autre part. La mise en oeuvre nume´rique de ce syste`me
d’e´quations ainsi que son application a` des ge´ome´tries complexes ne´cessitent le de´veloppement,
l’implantation et la validation de divers mode`les :
• Me´thodes nume´riques : la re´solution nume´rique des e´quations particulaires en mode
DNS, i.e. avant filtrage LES, s’ave`re complexe pour deux raisons principales. D’une
part, leur de´rivation ne fait pas apparaıˆtre naturellement de terme diffusif comme c’est le
cas pour la phase gazeuse. D’autre part, la phase disperse´e est fortement compressible,
et ce d’autant plus que l’inertie des particules augmente. Il en re´sulte l’apparition de
tre`s forts gradients de densite´ par exemple, difficiles a` repre´senter et a` convecter sur une
grille de calcul. La solution propose´e par Kaufmann et al. (2006) consiste a` introduire un
terme de sous-maille dans l’e´quation de vitesse corre´le´e et ainsi, a` re´soudre les e´quations
particulaires pour des grandeurs filtre´es (densite´, vitesses corre´le´e et de´corre´le´e). Si la
stabilite´ de la me´thode nume´rique s’en trouve accrue, il apparaıˆt cependant une forte
diffusion de la densite´ de particules. Dans cette e´tude, l’erreur de dispersion importante
du sche´ma nume´rique jusqu’alors utilise´ (LW) est mise en cause et il est montre´ que
l’utilisation d’un sche´ma de type Taylor-Galerkin (TTGC) (Colin, 2000), non seulement
moins dispersif mais e´galement moins dissipatif, ame´liore significativement les re´sultats
pour la phase disperse´e. Par ailleurs, un mode`le de dissipation artificielle base´ sur celui
de Jameson et al. (1981) et adapte´ a` la phase disperse´e comple`te le dispositif pour re´aliser
des calculs stables et pre´cis. Enfin, un limiteur de flux pour les flux Euler de l’e´quation
de transport de l’e´nergie de´corre´le´e des particules est utilise´ pour garantir la positivite´ de
cette quantite´ soumise a` de fortes variations de cellule a` cellule.
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• Mode`les de sous-maille particulaires : ils ont e´te´ propose´s paralle`lement a` cette e´tude
par Moreau (2006) qui a utilise´ l’approche lagrangienne pour effectuer des DNS de THI
charge´e en particules. Un double filtrage, au sens moyenne d’ensemble puis LES, a per-
mis de tester a priori plusieurs mode`les pour les termes non ferme´s. Ceux issus de la
moyenne d’ensemble ont e´te´ mode´lise´s par analogie avec les fermetures de type RANS
(Simonin, 1991) tandis que ceux re´sultant du filtrage spatial ont e´te´ mode´lise´s par analo-
gie avec les mode`les de sous-maille de´veloppe´s pour les e´coulements monophasiques
compressibles. Dans ce travail, les mode`les pre´sentant le meilleur compromis entre d’une
part la qualite´ des re´sultats a priori et d’autre part la facilite´ d’implantation nume´rique
ont e´te´ retenus et inte´gre´s au code AVBP TPF.
• Condition limite d’entre´e particulaire : les e´coulements diphasiques conside´re´s dans
cette e´tude sont suffisamment dilue´s pour ne´gliger les collisions inter-particulaires. Par
ailleurs, la mode´lisation des interactions particules-parois n’est pas cruciale pour les con-
figurations retenues. Dans celles-ci pourtant, les particules sont injecte´es dans la chambre
avec de l’air par le biais de tubes. A de´faut de calculer l’e´coulement gaz-particules dans
ces conduits, il est important de tenir compte du mouvement des particules dans les tubes
pour e´crire une condition aux limites ade´quate en entre´e de chambre. Les expe´riences
nous indiquent que les fluctuations particulaires sont partiellement corre´le´es a` celles du
fluide. Les diffe´rences entre les deux phases proviennent principalement de l’inertie des
particules, des collisions, meˆme faibles, entre particules, et des interactions particules-
parois. Ainsi, la condition aux limites de´veloppe´e dans cette the`se propose d’imposer,
en plus de la vitesse particulaire moyenne, une fluctuation de vitesse particulaire qui se
de´compose par analogie avec la de´composition de Fe´vrier et al. (2005), en une fluctua-
tion spatialement corre´le´e et une fluctuation de´corre´le´e. Seule la premie`re contribution
est alors partiellement corre´le´e a` la fluctuation gazeuse. Le de´veloppement de cette con-
dition aux limites s’est faite par e´tapes et la version la plus e´labore´e a e´te´ imple´mente´e
dans le code AVBP TPF.
L’apport de ces diffe´rents mode`les pour la compre´hension et la simulation des e´coulements
gaz-particules s’est re´ve´le´ essentiel pour la calcul des trois configurations retenues dans le
cadre cette the`se.
Dans le Chapitre 3, les Simulations Nume´riques Directes de THI de´croissante charge´e en
particules ont de´montre´ la capacite´ du nouveau mode`le nume´rique a` augmenter la robustesse
et la pre´cision du code AVBP TPF. Dans ces simulations, le terme de sous-maille intro-
duit par Kaufmann et al. (2006) et dont la pre´sence e´tait jusqu’alors difficile a` justifier,
n’est plus ne´cessaire. Plus encore, la comparaison avec des re´sultats lagrangiens fournis
par Moreau (2006) a montre´ la capacite´ du formalisme Eule´rien me´soscopique associe´ aux
mode`les de fermeture propose´s par Simonin et al. (2002) puis Kaufmann et al. (2006) a`
pre´dire pre´cise´ment le mouvement de particules tre`s inertielles dans une THI gazeuse. Une
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analyse de l’e´volution spatio-temporelle des grandeurs inte´grales telles que l’e´nergie totale
des particules, la corre´lation fluide-particules et la se´gre´gation montre un tre`s bon accord
entre les deux me´thodes. La se´gre´gation reste cependant le´ge`rement sous-estime´e, d’environ
20%, par l’approche Eule´rienne. Par ailleurs, une analyse spectrale confirme la qualite´ des
simulations Eule´riennes, le´ge`rement de´grade´e aux petites e´chelles ou` la pente en k−2 suge´re´e
par Moreau (2006) n’est pas reproduite. La de´pendance des re´sultats a` la re´solution spatiale,
la sous-estimation de la se´gre´gation et le de´faut de reproduction du spectre aux petites e´chelles
incitent a` poursuivre les investigations nume´riques. Dans cette optique, une the`se vient de
de´buter au CERFACS et des sche´mas “upwind” multidimensionnels (voir (Tomaich, 1995)
par exemple) sont actuellement a` l’e´tude. Ils sont base´s sur une distribution de l’inte´grale des
flux convectifs d’une cellule aux noeuds du maillage en tenant compte du sens de propagation
de l’information. Ces sche´mas sont potentiellement moins dissipatifs et plus pre´cis que les
sche´mas actuels d’AVBP TPF, notamment lors du traitement de chocs.
La LES avec une approche Eule´rienne du jet d’air turbulent vertical charge´ en particules
(Hishida et al., 1987) constitue a` la connaissance de l’auteur la premie`re tentative de ce genre
dans la communaute´ diphasique. Ce calcul analyse´ dans le chapitre 5 permet d’affirmer la
ne´cessite´ d’inclure les fermetures de sous-maille propose´es par Moreau (2006). De meˆme la
condition aux limites d’entre´e portant sur la fluctuation de vitesse particulaire de´crite ci-dessus
apparaıˆt primordiale pour la juste pre´diction de la dispersion des particules dans un tel champ
gazeux turbulent. Cette configuration donne l’occasion d’effectuer deux types de calcul. Le
premier calcul ne´glige les effets du mouvement de´corre´le´ en ne re´solvant que les e´quations
de transport pour la densite´ et la vitesse corre´le´e des particules. Des comparaisons avec les
re´sultats expe´rimentaux montrent que ce mode`le simplifie´ permet de pre´dire correctement les
flux moyens de masse et de quantite´ de mouvement des particules. En revanche, l’agitation des
particules, qui ne tient compte dans ce calcul que de leur mouvement corre´le´, est sous-estime´e.
Une e´valuation a posteriori de la contribution du mouvement de´corre´le´ est propose´e en util-
isant la corre´lation de Vance et al. (2006). En sommant la contribution du mouvement corre´le´
issue de la LES et la contribution du mouvement de´corre´le´ estime´e a posteriori, le niveau
d’agitation particulaire s’accorde avec les mesures expe´rimentales. Le second calcul tient
compte de la dissipation du mouvement de´corre´le´ dans l’e´quation de quantite´ de mouvement
corre´le´ particulaire et propose de re´soudre en outre l’e´quation pour l’e´nergie de´corre´le´e des
particules. Cependant ce mode`le ne s’ave`re pas satisfaisant car il conduit a` une relaminarisation
de l’e´coulement particulaire. Une se´rie de tests a permis de remettre en cause le mode`le de
viscosite´ utilise´ pour la fermeture des corre´lations doubles : sa valeur semble trop e´leve´e
mais sa forme pourrait e´galement, a` terme, eˆtre discute´e. Une nouvelle the`se portant sur la
mode´lisation Eule´rienne me´soscopique vient de de´buter au sein du groupe EEC de l’IMFT et
devrait apporter des re´ponses a` ces questions.
Compte-tenu de ces re´sultats, le mode`le LES Eule´rien me´soscopique sans prise en compte
directe du mouvement de´corre´le´, a finalement e´te´ mis en oeuvre dans une ge´ome´trie re´aliste
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de chambre de combustion ae´ronautique. Le calcul d’un jet turbulent recirculant charge´ en
particules (Bore´e et al., 2001) fait l’objet du Chapitre 6 et permet de de´velopper deux princi-
paux points. D’une part, les re´sultats LES de l’e´coulement monophasique s’ave`rent fortement
de´pendants du maillage, du sche´ma convectif, ainsi que des conditions aux limites d’entre´e
et de paroi. L’influence de l’ensemble des parame`tres est de´crite et le calcul garantissant les
pre´dictions les plus pre´cises comparativement aux mesures expe´rimentales est compare´ avec
un calcul mene´ par V. Moureau avec le code CDP de´veloppe´ par l’universite´ de Stanford. La
pre´cision du solveur gazeux d’AVBP TPF, pour les grandeurs moyennes et fluctuantes, est ainsi
de´montre´e. D’autre part, le de´veloppement d’un module lagrangien dans le code AVBP TPF
dans le cadre de la the`se de M. Garcı´a a permis de comparer directement les descriptions
Lagrangienne et Eule´rienne me´soscopique dans cette configuration. Il ressort que les deux
mode`les s’accordent pre´cise´ment sur la pre´diction des grandeurs moyennes avec les mesures
expe´rimentales tandis qu’une fois encore, l’agitation des particules est sous-estime´e par le
mode`le Eule´rien me´soscopique pour les meˆmes raisons que dans le calcul du jet confine´.
Enfin, il convient de rappeler que cette e´tude a en grande partie e´te´ motive´e par la ne´cessite´
de de´velopper une description Eule´rienne pour les e´coulements diphasiques re´actifs dans
les chambres de combustion ae´ronautiques. Le mode`le Eule´rien me´soscopique sans prise en
compte directe du mouvement de´corre´le´ des particules a e´te´ couple´ a` des mode`les d’e´vaporation
de gouttelettes et de combustion dans le cadre de the`ses mene´es paralle`lement par M. Boileau
et plus re´cemment par N. Lamarque, J. Lave´drine et M. Sanjose au CERFACS. Les calculs
effectue´s ont permis de calculer des se´quences d’allumage dans des chambres de combustion
re´alistes en tenant compte de la dispersion et de l’e´vaporation des gouttelettes de fuel. Dans
cette optique, de nombreux points restent a` e´tudier : la prise en compte du couplage inverse
dans le mode`le Eule´rien me´soscopique (the`se de E. Massi Boscolo au sein du groupe EEC
de l’IMFT), la polydispersion en sortie d’injecteur (the`se de J. Lave´drine au CERFACS), les
collisions inter-particulaires (travaux de recherche de P. Fede a` l’IMFT), l’influence des gouttes
liquides dans la flamme (the`se de M. Sanjose au CERFACS) et la mode´lisation des films
liquides aux parois (the`se de G. Desoutter a` l’IFP) en sont quelques exemples.
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Appendix A
Bluffbody: additional graphs
For the sake of clearness, not all the graphs have been included in the discussion of Chapter 6.
Hereafter, the missing ones are provided to complete the analysis.
BLUFFBODY: ADDITIONAL GRAPHS
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Figure A.1 - Convective scheme influence. Radial profiles of mean axial gas velocity at 7 stations
along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 lw smago lwm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg.
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Figure A.2 - Convective scheme influence. Radial profiles of mean radial gas velocity at 7 stations
along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 lw smago lwm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg.
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Figure A.3 - Convective scheme influence. Radial profiles of RMS radial gas velocity at 7 stations
along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 lw smago lwm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg.
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Figure A.4 - Grid influence. Radial profiles of mean axial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint – Solid line:
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint.
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Figure A.5 - Grid influence. Radial profiles of mean radial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint – Solid line:
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint.
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Figure A.6 - Grid influence. Radial profiles of RMS axial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint – Solid line:
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint.
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Figure A.7 - Grid influence. Radial profiles of RMS radial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment — Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint – Solid line:
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint.
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Figure A.8 - Grid influence. Radial profiles of mean radial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall– Solid line: St ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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Figure A.9 - Grid influence. Radial profiles of RMS radial gas velocity at 7 stations along z axis.
Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall– Solid line: St ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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Figure A.10 - LES and wall modeling influence. Radial profiles of mean non-dimension turbulent
viscosity at 7 stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg –
Solid line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg.
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Figure A.11 - LES and wall modeling influence. Axial profiles of mean (a.), and RMS (b.), axial gas
velocity. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg.
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Figure A.12 - LES and wall modeling influence. Radial profiles of mean radial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg.
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Figure A.13 - LES and wall modeling influence. Radial profiles of RMS radial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc smago lwm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg.
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Figure A.14 - Inner tube turbulent forcing influence. Radial profiles of mean axial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint.
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Figure A.15 - Inner tube turbulent forcing influence. Radial profiles of mean radial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint.
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Figure A.16 - Inner tube turbulent forcing influence. Radial profiles of RMS axial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint.
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Figure A.17 - Inner tube turbulent forcing influence. Radial profiles of RMS radial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst1 ttgc wale wnm norfg – Solid line:
Nst1 ttgc wale wnm rfgint.
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Figure A.18 - Coflow turbulent forcing influence. Axial profiles of mean (a.), and RMS (b.), axial gas
velocity. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint – Solid line:
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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Figure A.19 - Coflow turbulent forcing influence. Radial profiles of mean radial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment — Dashed line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint – Solid line:
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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Figure A.20 - Coflow turbulent forcing influence. Radial profiles of RMS radial gas velocity at 7
stations along z axis. Symbols: experiment – Dashed line: Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgint – Solid line:
Nst2 ttgc wale wnm rfgall.
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